Rules of the ORNITHO SWAROVSKI OPTIK Race 2017
1. Contestants must fill in Ornitho complete checklists (aka daily forms), minimum
30 minutes long anywhere in Catalonia between July 12 and September 23.
2. They can make as many complete lists as they want and one list per day will be
eligible for the price.
3. Lists must have been entered in www.ornitho.cat via the web site or the
NaturaList app before Sunday September 24.
4. Lists are accepted from any habitat where birds can be found, including urban
areas, industrial estates, gardens and so on.
5. Lists where no species has been detected are not accepted.
6. By the fact of registering in the contest, the contestant accepts and guarantees
that:
a. all species entered in the complete lists have been detected (observed
or heard) during the time when the field work for the list was done.
b. no species has been listed that was expected or supposed to be in the
sampled area but was not detected in that session.
c. the effective time of bird monitoring has actually been a minimum of 30
continuous minutes in the field.
7. Ornitho administrators can consider a list non-eligible if the above irregularities
or others have been detected, suggesting bad practices or the non-compliance
of these Rules.
8. To have chances for the SWAROVSKI OPTIK price, contestants must register
personally at the Institut Català d'Ornitologia (ICO) stand in the Delta Birding
Festival (DBF), indicating their Ornitho user and their contact data to be
notified of the prize if he/she obtains it.
9. The drawing will choose randomly one user that has filled in Ornitho complete
lists, with the following conditions:
a. Registered user for the contest at the ICO stand in the DBF.
b. One list per user, per day between those carried on between July 12
and September 23 anywhere in Catalonia.
c. Complete lists at least 30 minutes long.
d. Lists input in the system before 0am Sunday September 24.
10. The prize consists of a pair of binoculars SWAROVSKI OPTIK EL 10x42.
Binoculars of the EL series combine the latest technological improvements to
deliver the maximum quality of vision and have a retail price of approximately
2.300€.
11. The drawing will be held at 14pm on Sunday 24 and the prize will be given in
the Festival if the contestant is present. If not, SWAROVSKI OPTIK will contact
him/her according to the contact data given at registration time to deliver the
prize.

